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There

remains

tremendous noise in markets right

now ( political, economic, geopolitical),

but cutting

through all of it, the fact is that the headwinds on stocks are building.

First, corporate tax reform is stalled. Many people are starting to wonder whether it can get done in
2017. Now, because markets ultimately expect it will get done, this isn' t a bearish game changer yet.
But, the simple fact is that the outlook for corporate tax cuts continues to hit new lows for 2017.
Second, economic data has shown signs of a loss of momentum. Last week' s bad auto sales

were easily the most important economic report, not the jobs report. And, it cannot be overstated how
critical better economic data has been to supporting the post-election rally in stocks, and while
economic data on an absolute basis remains good, it has not gotten incrementally better of late.

Third, the reflation trade is breaking down. All the assets that led stocks higher not just since the
election, but throughout Q4, are suddenly trading poorly, e. g. banks, small caps, cyclical sectors.
Moreover,

certain assets are no

longer confirming the " reflation trade," as bond yields are near lows

for the year and the dollar index remains below resistance at 102. Finally, for the first time in years the
Fed represents a hawkish risk by either 1) Hiking rates faster than expected or 2) Taking steps to
reduce its balance sheet sooner than expected pressuring interest rates higher.
Fourth, geopolitical risk is rising. Syria and North Korea are the two current places to watch, and
while neither situation

is especially dangerous ( yet), the fact is at current stock valuations ( 18X 2017

earnings) there is no elevated geopolitical risk priced into stocks, so even a small further escalation
could weigh on markets modestly.

We remain in a cautious mindset and very selective in adding new stock positions to clients' portfolios.
From a risk/ reward standpoint, risks are growing and absent a strong- earnings quarter, corporate- tax
cuts or an acceleration in economic data, the rewards are starting to thin out.
We continue to have a focus on those companies that are in a position to payout an increasing
dividend year- after-year. We have included a recent Market View from Lord Abbett, highlighting

normal market volatility over time and how the type of dividend- paying stocks we favor help " to
provide a smoother ride to the same destination".

Bottom line, this market needs a positive catalyst to help stocks move higher from these levels.
Earnings is the most likely candidate near-term, but the bar is high with current valuations.
We are looking forward to our next contact with you and welcome any questions or concerns that may
be on your mind.
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